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Starting Point: 

 

An eye for mathematics where it is visible, even if it is barely 
visible 

Curious to find more math than meets the eye 

Because your intuition tells you this is the case 

Easier if it is based on personal experiences 

Helps it you are exited about these experiences 

And think it should be shared knowledge 

Even for your mother 

 

 

 

 

 

And then it helps tremendously if you think you can help 
someone, so…. There is the teacher who thinks her students 
hate trigonometry….. 

She asks you during a boring meeting: can’t you 
think of something?  
 

 

 

(1978) 
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And you send this little note back….. 
So: 
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Just to please her you design something. Very personal. She 
likes it, so you continue….. 

(1978) 
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The teaching experiment went well, so you know the next 
question: More? Handwritten into the classroom, about vectors, 
not even in the curriculum: 

 
 

This very personal design was considered ‘worthy’ of becoming 
an official Fi publication  in 1980. It got attention from the 
Germans: 
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Mathematik Lehren  1984 

It can be found in almost all Dutch Textbooks. 
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More math became visible: 

 
In the early 80’s new territory in aviation were worthy of trying 
out. 

(1984) 
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And, much later, the glide ratio was reinvented for use in 
Mathematics in Context 

 

 
This page: 2005 
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And the propeller tip curve may come back in 2014: 

 
Of course with animation and videoclips because this is from 
the Pearson Common Core System of Courses (2014) for the 
iPad 
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But the design goes on: always looking for the mathematics that 
is often there just to be seen. Quite often you cannot use it 
immediately as a designer, but your intuition tells you to keep 
these ideas. And use them later. Whether it is about Search 
and Rescues methods, using glide angles (2013): 

 
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_AircraftCrashMap.htm	  

	  

	  

Or how to use slats to make a steep landing: 
	  

http://www.zenithair.com/stolch801/design/slats-‐vs-‐vg-‐design.html	  
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Or very exciting: 

The glide ratios of wing suits which are a scary 1  :  2.5. You 
really gets attention, especially since there are numerous flights 
available on YouTube. 
http://trikepilot.beasportpilot.com/wp-‐content/blogs.dir/4/files/learn-‐trike/9-‐trike-‐
glide-‐ratio.jpg	  

	  

	  

	  

What is a wingsuit? 
When looking at wingsuits, there are a lot of manufacturers and design 
variations. Bigger or smaller wings, and different air inlet and airfoil shapes. 
But the basic principle is always the same: a suit, with three wings between 
arms and legs. These wings inflate due to the relative wind, and form an airfoil. 
Shaped just like an airplane wing, it provides lift and enables the pilot to glide 
vast distances across the skies. 
 
How far can you fly? 
When looking at how well a wingsuit flies, we generally speak about the glide-
ratio (or Lift vs Drag). This is a number that indicates the forward distance 
flown for every meter of altitude that is lost. 
A wingsuit flown really well, has a glide ratio of about 2.5:1 (so 2.5 meters 
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forward, for every meter you drop). 
When we skydive, we typically jump from 12.000 ft (4km) and open our main 
parachute at 3000 ft (1km). So we have a freefall of about 9000 ft (3km). At a 
glide-ratio of 2.5:1, this means we can cover about 7.5 km of distance. This 
distance can be even further if we are flying with the wind (downwind). 
Stamina is also a great factor, as it takes quite a bit of muscle strength to fly a 
wingsuit to its full capacity. That's why in general, the performance tends to be 
a bit lower on a full altitude skydive. People get better results on lower jumps, 
such as those performed within the sport of BASE jumping. 

 

http://www.flylikebrick.com/wingsuit-‐faq.php	  

Or the famous glide flight from a Airbus: 
An Air Transat 330 did glide to the Azores after the feul ran out over 
the Mid Atlantic. It flew 80 Nm without power from 30.000 ft. altitude 
and made a safe landing at an airbase on the island. That would mean 
a glideratio of about 16:1. 
	  

http://forum.condorsoaring.com/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=9900	  

	  

 


